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INTO OBLIVION AND OUT AGAIN
FORGETTING OF PATRICK WHITE AND
THE EFFORT TO RENEW HIS REMEMBRANCE
THE

This essay appears here for the first time.

THE RESULTS WERE CAUSE FOR DESPAIR. IN MID-2006, A DOZEN
high-profile Australian publishers received a sample chapter from an
unpublished manuscript by the aspiring author Wraith Picket. “Not
one reader recognised its literary genius,” The Weekend Australian
reported, “and [ten] wrote polite and vaguely encouraging rejection
letters. The highest praise [it received] was „clever.‟ A low point was
a referral to a „how to‟ book on writing fiction” (Sexton, „Why bother‟
21). Of course, feedback of this sort would have never made the
headlines if Wraith Picket genuinely had been an aspiring author;
but he was not, and could never be, because he did not exist. The
Weekend Australian had created him as a yardstick with which to
measure the depth of Australia‟s contemporary cultural waters, and
he had come up dry. First the newspaper pieced together his name
from an anagrammatic appropriation of the name of Patrick White,
Australia‟s first and only Nobel Laureate for Literature; then it extracted a chapter from the very novel that secured White‟s reception
of the Nobel Prize in 1973, credited it to the imaginary man, and
sent out a handful of copies for appraisal. But each of the publishers
who received the manuscript had failed to notice its provenance and
the results set aflame both the Australian Government and the
commentariat as cultural authorities and critics arrived in chorus at
the inevitable conclusion: contemporary Australia no longer remembered its greatest literary treasure in any kind of literary sense.
Peter Craven, perhaps Australia‟s most prominent popular critic,
led the charge when he asked: “How could our literary world be so
stupid?” (12). The ABC, the national press, the international press,
and the Federal Government all echoed the cry. 1 By tacit agreement,
Immediately following publication of the Weekend Australian article, the bulk
of the ensuing media attention gave voice to White‟s friends and literary associates, the hoodwinked publishers, popular critics, and academics. ABC Radio
National‟s The Book Show aired a discussion of the incident the day after The
Weekend Australian reported it and ABC Online‟s Articulate solicited comments
1
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the affair came to represent what Craven called “a minor national
disgrace” (12). Minor in its specific details, maybe, but major insofar
as it implied a more significant set of cultural circumstances. If even
those publishers who should have easily identified the work with
which Patrick White earned his reputation could no longer actually
do so, what hope did ordinary Australians have of recognising it? If
the custodians of the nation‟s literary output had failed to commit
his genius to memory, what chance did the cultural mainstream have
at succeeding? A decade and a half after his death, a nationwide
amnesia had engulfed Australia‟s mightiest literary giant. But hadn‟t
he been promised a happier fate than this ignominy? What else was
the Nobel Prize for, if not to blockade such forgetting?

THE PRIZE IS, IN WHITE‟S OWN WORDS, “THE SUPREME LITERARY
honour” (Flaws 249) and it owes its supremacy to the memorial
pledges it makes as a specifically memorial award. Unlike the Booker,
the Commonwealth, the James Tait Black, or any number of other
high-profile plaudits, the Nobel Prize for Literature is intended not
to offer topical and temporary praise to a particular publication of
recent interest, but to commend an individual author whose entire
oeuvre is deemed worthy of long-term and lasting recognition. Its
scope expands outwards from a singular literary work to encompass
from its regular readers, and within a week both The Sydney Morning Herald
and The Age had published coverage of the incident with commentary, while
The Australian had published two follow-up articles with additional commentary from individuals connected to White‟s estate. More considered responses
were sought from more respected commentators to be published in more upmarket venues: the Times Literary Supplement published David Malouf‟s interpretation of the incident at the end of the year, and the Australian Literary
Review published Elizabeth Webby‟s interpretation at the start of the following
year. ABC TV‟s First Tuesday Book Club discussed the incident in its first-ever
episode in December 2006, and, in August 2007, it was taken as a symptom of
the poor state of Australian literature in national public schools when Julie
Bishop, Minister for Education, Science and Training, convened a roundtable
discussion specifically to consider this subject.
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all the various creative efforts for which a Laureate may be best
known, as well as the speeches, editorials, and essays that tend to receive less popular attention; and it applies retroactively to each of
them, so that a Nobel Laureate is credited as such in the reprinted
editions of his or her pre-Laureate literature.2 The Prize therefore calls
forth the past to make a present-day judgment, and posits the future
worthiness of both; it declares a writer‟s past literary output deserving
of recognition today and of remembrance for generations to come.
With this declaration, then, the Nobel Prize prepares a place
for each of its Laureates in the documented histories that future
generations will inherit — histories that become historicised, and
enter the province of cultural memory, when later events external to
the Prize either amplify or undermine the memorial stature it confers
on its recipients. Consider the tragically premature deaths of Albert
Camus and Ernest Hemingway, both of which surely contributed as
much to the strength of their respective places in cultural memory
as did their mutual acceptance of the Nobel Prize, but which relied
upon the memorial stature they achieved through the Prize in order
to do so. Or consider the post-Prize implosion of talent and output
that has effectively consigned V.S. Naipaul to obscurity, as Britain‟s
Sunday Times illustrated when it conducted an experiment identical to
the Weekend Australian experiment and produced identical results
(see Calvert and Iredale). Although the Nobel Prize will always merit
a writer‟s future recognition as an agent of literary history, his or her
standing in cultural memory depends significantly upon whether the
post-Prize events of his or her life validate or invalidate the reception of the Prize itself. In these terms, of course, Patrick White was
supposed to be more closely aligned to Hemingway and Camus than
to V.S. Naipaul, at least and especially in his native country, because
the stature he achieved through the Prize had been infused with and
reinforced by a powerful sense of nationalism. His international
Again, this is as distinct from the Booker, the Commonwealth, the James Tait
Black, and so on. Each of those awards only entitles a specific prize-winning
work to be credited as its recipient. The Nobel, however, entitles every text
written by a prize-winning author to credit the author as a Nobel Laureate.
2
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literary achievements gave him legitimacy as a national spokesman
and cultural representative. When the Swedish Royal Academy awarded him the Nobel Prize in 1973 and praised him as “the one who,
for the first time, has given the continent of Australia an authentic
voice that carries across the world” (see Permanent Secretary), Australia itself went on to validate this achievement when, on the basis
of it, the Commonwealth named him as Australian of the Year for
1973 (White, Speaks 47-48).
White‟s memorial worthiness was thereby made threefold in
nature. He was both the first Australian writer to attract such a high
level of international recognition, and the first to successfully present Australia itself as a subject worthy of recognition in its own
right — and, moreover, he accomplished both of these tasks at a
time when such international recognition was exactly what Australia
sought. His career as an author blossomed in the post-War period
that essentially denied Australian literature any critical regard, both
locally and internationally, if it advanced a serious and respectful
consideration of the nature of the Australian past. 3 Nationally, Australia had begun to shed the image of its parochial and provincial
history in favour of a more diplomatic internationalist future. Culturally, it had begun to turn away from the traditionalism of the decaying British Empire and to embrace the more vibrant aspirationalism of America. So the received wisdom in Australia at that time
was that the nation‟s increasing presence on the world stage warranted an increasingly narrow focus on small-scale local concerns. The
stuff of Australian cultural memory was not the stuff of serious
literature that aspired to a widespread and respectable readership,
which left certain tropes of the cultural narrative off-limits in the
national novel: the legends of the bush, the mystery of the outback,
the agony of the convict situation, the daring exploration of the
continent, the colonial conflicts with natives, and so on. Yet these
As one particularly striking example of this, Christina Stead, second only to
Patrick White himself in the canon of Australian literature, spent almost her
entire professional life as an Australian expatriate, writing and setting all of
her major novels in countries other than Australia.
3
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were the very concerns that Patrick White put at the heart of his
work — and, by doing so in a style that rejected the traditional
fondness for nostalgia in favour of critical bluntness, he attracted
the very international recognition that Australia had sought to receive
by way of muffling their international appeal. Thus the literary world
of the post-War years came to see Australia through the eyes of Patrick White and, because Australia wanted to be seen, the culture accepted the charges and the Swedish Academy proceeded to formalise
them. “There is no denying that the work of Patrick White displays
certain typical features of Australian literature generally,” the Academy noted when it named White as a Laureate, “sharing with it the
background, natural history and ways of life of the country” (see
Lundqvist), and it awarded him the Prize specifically for his crafting
of “an epic and psychological narrative art which has introduced a
new continent into literature” (see Permanent Secretary).
But the moment he received the Nobel Prize, White became,
in Pierre Nora‟s phrase, a lieu de mémoire, a „site of memory,‟ a condensed focal point of cultural memory and memory practices that
effectively replaces exactly what it signifies (1-20). In this case, the
Prize made Patrick White a lieu de mémoire of the whole pantheon of
Australian authors and the national literary tradition to which they
each contributed, not only during the era in which he himself was
writing but also throughout the century preceding it. However,
while the Nobel Prize enabled his transformation into such a lieu de
mémoire, the Prize itself had been awarded to him in view of the lieu
de mémoire he had created: the bulk of his fiction maintains an historical
focus bound up with threads of the Australian cultural memory and
myth — recorded, recollected, re-imagined, re-told, and embodied
in practice — that Australia, as he knew it, intended and proceeded
to discard. So the lieu de mémoire that White became was essentially a
self-referential one: he was recognised as a site of memory representing a national creative tradition, to which his own creative contributions were recognised as a site of memory representing the vanishing cultural characteristics of the nation he inhabited.
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FOR AUSTRALIA TO FORGET WHITE‟S WORK, THEN, IS FOR AUSTralia to forget part of itself. This is a fundamental aspect of the memorial stature he was long assumed to have and, by extension, a
fundamental aspect of the tragedy that the Wraith Picket experiment
represented. Yet the very foundations of Patrick White‟s cultural
forgetting were first laid, ironically, when the Nobel Prize sought to
advance his remembrance. When the Swedish Academy declared his
work worthy of recognition and remembrance in a culture as hungry
for such a declaration as Australia then was, it inadvertently shifted
the memorial focus from the work White produced to the life he
lived — it privileged the speaker over what he had spoken — and
paved the way for a national celebration of his memorial stature that
emphasised simply that he ought to be remembered at the expense of
why and for what. And, perhaps most damaging of all, it gave White
himself the opportunity and the impetus to participate in this process.
After 1973, a lifetime devoted to fiction increasingly gave way
to personal and cultural criticism. White produced only two more
novels and a clutch of plays and stories in the remaining seventeen
years of his life, and more often turned his attention to public oratory in which he scrutinised Australian culture and to autobiography in
which he scrutinised himself. In 1981, he published a memoir, Flaws
in the Glass; in 1986, he gave a fictional facade to a second selfportrait, Memoirs of Many in One;4 and in 1989, he collected a number
of speeches, largely autobiographical, in the anthology Patrick White
Speaks. At this time, too, he agreed to a request from the journalist
David Marr to participate in the compilation of an authorised bio4

Memoirs of Many in One is billed as a book “written by Alex Xenophon Demi-

rjian Gray, edited by Patrick White.” That billing, however, is a gimmick. The
book poses as an autobiographical work by a recently-deceased woman, Alex
Gray, who shares a longstanding friendship with the author Patrick White and
writes of her encounters with him in the course of her everyday life. But of
course there is no Alex Gray; White himself wrote the book as a literary self portrait whose peculiar structural conceit allowed him to portray himself in
various moods and situations from a third-person perspective. As a result, it is
a work of at least pseudo-autobiography.
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graphical study. After he spoke with Marr at length to provide material for the book, the two men sat down together for nine continuous
days to sift through the draft manuscript, detail by painstaking detail, to be sure that everything appeared as White agreed it should.
This confirmed what White‟s previous three publications only implied: that in the several years preceding his death, Patrick White
was aware of the stature the Nobel Prize had accorded him in Australian cultural memory, and that he felt a growing compulsion to
influence the ways in which he would assume that stature. Ultimately, however, his biographical revision came to be his last grasp at
memorial control. His death, one year before David Marr published
Patrick White: A Life in 1991, left the seven-hundred-page, threeinch-thick tome to stand almost literally as the author‟s headstone;
and as it went on to win a number of prestigious awards and to
enjoy considerable popular and critical success, it thereby capitalised
on and ostensibly reinforced the place the Nobel Prize had prepared
for its subject in Australian cultural memory.
But only ostensibly, it would appear, because, a scant fifteen
years after the volume hit the shelves, The Weekend Australian and
Wraith Picket illustrated just how drastically those reinforcements
had cracked and crumbled away. Given the outcry over the incident,
of course, an attempt to repair the damage was bound to arise at
some point, and, when it did, David Marr was again at the forefront
of the effort. Three months after Wraith Picket made the headlines,
Marr stepped forward to claim them anew for the National Library of
Australia, on whose behalf he was given the honour of publicly announcing the discovery of a literary goldmine. “The project was top
secret,” he wrote in The Sydney Morning Herald in November 2006:
Delighted librarians came and went like nurses with a patient
who‟s suddenly come back to life. Out of the boxes came... photographs of the young swell at Cambridge in the 1930s; precious
letters saved from the thousands he‟d received in a long lifetime; ...
theatre programs from four continents; ... [and] brutal letters of
dismissal of old friends, old agents and politicians he‟d once
supported. („Secret Life‟)
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“Stuffed into cupboards and drawers in [Patrick White‟s] house,” he
wrote later, “was more literary treasure than anyone has unearthed in
this country for decades” („Return‟) — and, he added, “[i]t‟s rough on
a biographer to be finding these things far too late” („Secret Life‟).
The NLA held off issuing an official press release until the
next day, at which time it at once confirmed and elaborated on the
suspicions raised by Marr‟s sneak preview. A valuable acquisition
had been made, it said. Barbara Mobbs, Patrick White‟s literary
agent of three decades‟ standing and now executor of his estate, had
approached the Library with a vast hoard of his various personal
belongings whose new home would now be the Library itself:
The collection consists of 33 archive boxes containing original
manuscripts, correspondence, photographs and memorabilia. It
is a personal archive ranging from notebooks from the 1930s to
recipes reflecting an interest in international cuisine, through to
annotated speeches about favourite causes and his often -worn
beret. (Kennedy and Grigson)

A glut, in short, of what the Library defined as “realia” in the fiftypage, 13,000-word official guide it published as a catalogue of each
and every item it had purchased (National Library, „Guide‟). White‟s
infamous beanie was in there as well. Also a pair of old spectacles.
Old maps and old tax documentation. His address book. His will. A
schedule for a dog show. A letter he had written to Santa Claus as a
six-year-old child. Art exhibition catalogues. Artwork inspired by his
novels. Academic theses of which his work was the subject, sent
courtesy of the students who so admired him, and a flood of other
miscellaneous documents and items numbering in the hundreds:
some literature, much marginalia, with a selection of both types now
slated for public display.
So the giant had been resurrected, and, because these items performed the feat, they were of the highest cultural value. Indeed, their
value was so high that despite the NLA‟s reliance on Australian public
funds to make the purchase, it nevertheless declined to offer the
public so much as an approximation of the actual dollar figure it had
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paid (Marr, „Return‟). But what was it about these items, exactly, that
compelled the NLA to identify them as valuable acquisitions in the
first place? On what basis did it determine them to be worth acquiring? What purpose were these items intended to serve? How were
they intended to serve it and who were they intended to serve it for?

THE FIRST TIME THE NATIONAL LIBRARY HAD THE AUDACITY TO
ask Patrick White to donate his personal papers to its collection, the
author shot back a fiery response:
I can‟t let you have my „papers‟ because I don‟t keep any. My
[manuscripts] are destroyed as soon as the books are printed. I
put very little into notebooks, don‟t keep my friends‟ letters...
and anything unfinished when I die is to be burnt. The final versions of my books are what I want people to see. (Ayres 8)

Word of that rebuke in 1977 filtered through the Australian literary
community and sparked rumours of bonfires raging in the backyard
of White‟s Sydney residence. A decade later, his lifelong partner
Manoly Lascaris confirmed the whispers when he confessed his
complicity in satisfying White‟s penchant for committing his work
to the flames. “I stood there at the fire feeding [his] manuscripts in,
bundle by bundle,” he told David Marr, “thinking perhaps I could
keep out just this little bundle. But I couldn‟t because I had promised to burn them” (A Life 441). And a decade after that, as Marr
himself noted, “White was urging his correspondents to burn his
letters as early as the 1950s but his requests became more urgent
[over time]” (Letters 623). However, Marr stressed, although several
correspondents “did what they were told,” “some [only] lied that
they had [and] most carefully stored White‟s letters away” (623).
Marr wrote those words upon the 1994 publication of Patrick
White: Letters. Here, as editor, Marr collected together another seven
hundred pages of material — the private correspondence White had
exchanged with friends, family members, critics, and enemies over
many decades — and printed them for public consumption. Their
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release at once supplemented Marr‟s own Patrick White: A Life and
complemented Clayton Joyce‟s Patrick White: A Tribute, a posthumous collection of highly personal reminiscences of the man, written
by a number of his most prominent and eloquent admirers, including
Phillip Adams, Barry Jones, Manning Clark, and some three dozen
others. Together, these two volumes strengthened and indeed went
some way towards personalising White‟s memorial stature and institutionalising its personalisation, a personalisation that White himself
had implicitly encouraged by making his own contributions to it; and
their publication jointly conferred cultural value on any additional
personal reminiscences whose institutional implementation could
advance the cause.
Not without a cost, however, as Simon During infamously declared in 1996. The man named Patrick White, During argued, “became „Patrick White,‟ the great writer, inside a set of literary institutions — publishing houses, university English departments, media
review pages, literary agencies, copyright laws, literary prizes and so
on” (4) — but never through public approval via popular sales. If he
was to be remembered as a great writer, as the Nobel Prize had
mandated, then it would necessarily be by the hand of those same
institutions. Yet in the wake of his death he came to stand at a greater
and greater distance from contemporary Australian culture, which
made it necessary for any attempt at advancing his remembrance to
refer to, and reinforce, his role as a cultural representative — thus
diluting the literary basis of his memorial stature and in fact advancing a forgetting of the original terms on which his remembrance was
advocated. As a consequence, During reasoned, “White‟s writings
will not be valued as highly in the future as they have been in the
past” (100). And, with an eye towards Marr‟s work and A Tribute, he
insisted: “He is doomed to be increasingly neglected, or, at any rate,
celebrated only in lip-service” (100).
Although During met with criticism at the time, history has
vindicated him. Five years later, in 2001, the ABC‟s arts and culture
website, „The Space,‟ created a digital resource dedicated exclusively
to Patrick White, which overshadowed selected excerpts from his
writings with a plethora of biographical materials and critical and
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personal evaluations (see Australian Broadcasting Commission, „Why
Bother‟). And five years after that, the NLA made its acquisition as a
logical outgrowth of the personalised memory practices whose institutionalisation is now the norm, and it is in precisely these terms that
the Library has publicised its literary coup. “It has long been believed
that White destroyed all his manuscripts and personal papers,” the
official literature boasts, “[but] this enormously rich collection...
dismisses the theory” (Kennedy and Grigson). The NLA curator
Marie-Louise Ayres even went so far as to tout the institutionalisation of these personal items as a guarantee of future cultural r emembrance, in terms that remarkably echo the Nobel Prize in calling
forth the past to make a present-day judgment and positing the
future worthiness of both:
Despite ample opportunities to destroy his entire personal archive, Patrick White did not do so. Australia must be grateful that
he did not, that his loyal literary agent and executor disobeyed
his instructions to destroy his papers, and that they are now held
safely in one of Australia‟s great research libraries, where they
are available — forever — for scholars and the curious alike to
wonder at. (11)

So the purpose they were intended to serve was to secure Patrick
White‟s “return from the pit,” as David Marr referred to it („Return‟); and they would serve it by virtue of their reputation as fugitives from White‟s demands to destroy such items; and the NLA
intended to praise this reputation to attract the attention of the very
individuals whose forgetting had sent White to the pit to begin with.
But Ayres‟ optimism became over-optimism with the pledge she
made in those last ten words. The institutions that had shaped
White‟s memorial stature abandoned „the curious‟ long ago, which
now leaves „wonder‟ too much to ask for and casts uncertainty over
the value of „forever.‟
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“WHEREVER ONE LOOKS,” ACCORDING TO ANDREAS HUYSSEN,
“the contemporary obsession with memory in public debates clashes
with an intense public panic of oblivion” (28). Huyssen questions
whether the desire to remember is induced by the fear of forgetting
or vice-versa, but the circumstances surrounding the NLA acquisition leave little doubt as to which came first. Wraith Picket hit the
headlines in mid-July 2006. The resultant outcry earned media
prominence through to the end of that month, then Barbara Mobbs
approached the NLA with the Patrick White collection in August.
Voices were mute on exactly what inspired the purchase, but its
fortuitous timing speaks louder than any voice possibly could: Patrick White had demonstrably fallen into cultural oblivion, so Australia‟s cultural authorities mounted an effort to rescue him. And
although there was, perhaps, some degree of nobility in their attempt, it nevertheless distracted them from considering what prompted his fall in the first place.
Huyssen argues that in an environment already saturated by
marketed memory, “the more we are asked to remember... the more
we seem to be in danger of forgetting,” and, crucially, “the stronger
the need to forget” (28). “At issue,” he specifies, “is the distinction
between usable pasts and disposable data” (28). That distinction is
the point of contention in view of which the NLA decried the findings of The Weekend Australian and sought to remedy them. Wraith
Picket, as a barometer of cultural memory, revealed Patrick White‟s
contemporary disposability; the NLA, as an arbiter of national
memory, championed his continued usability. At issue here, to extend Huyssen‟s point, is a further distinction between an organic
cultural forgetting and an enforced national remembrance. This distinction is made powerful by the personalised remembrances instituted at a national level and advanced, via publications and other resources, both to and on behalf of the national culture itself, even
though the vast majority of its citizens cannot advance any such
personalised remembrances of their own; and this distinction is made
more powerful when these personalised remembrances are instituted nationally on the orders of the state. Not only does the state not
repeal the numerous layers of personal narrative that have so far
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shaped the memorial process, but it adds a further narrative layer by
which it validates itself as a personal participant in the memorial
process. “State-sponsored commemoration is,” as Jay Winter argues,
a politically sanctioned and politically funded rite of remembering in public, adjusted to a publicly or politically approved narrative. ... [But] state agents... have an evident interest in legitimating narratives; very often that is what they mean by „collective
memory‟ — stories that polish the cultural credentials of their
claim to power. („Generation‟)

It would be misleading, of course, to equate the power of the NLA
with the powers enjoyed by such superior state agencies as governmental departments, commissions, inquiries, and so on; but it remains
true that the Library is a statutory institution established in Canberra
under an Act of Parliament that does grant it one particular power of
some cultural importance (National Library Act 1960). By its own
admission, the purpose of the NLA under the terms of the Act is “to
ensure that documentary resources of national significance relating to
Australia and the Australian people... are collected, preserved and
made accessible” (National Library, „Roles‟) — even though the power to determine exactly what constitutes „national significance‟ falls
entirely under the Library‟s jurisdiction, irrespective and independent
of whether or not the nation it represents agrees with the definition.
To accord with Winter‟s outline of state-sponsored commemoration,
then, the approved narrative is that Patrick White is Australia‟s greatest literary treasure, and it is in the interests of the NLA to advance a
remembrance of that narrative and associate itself with White in order
to legitimate its own cultural power: hence the acquisition and its subsequent public display. In spite of this, however, although justification
of the acquisition clearly does depend upon that approved narrative,
whether or not its display actually advances a remembrance of the narrative is an issue of considerable doubt.
Museums and musealised displays of this kind, in which a disparate array of items are arranged for public viewing and education,
are, as John Decker argues,
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repositories that aid recollection; they are nodal points between
our present reality and the history that drives it. ... They are...
memorials that commemorate the collective experiences and
ideologies of the societies that build them. Simply put, they are
sites in which a government or a people tell stories about itself
to itself. (938)

Decker channels Pierre Nora when he refers to these displays as
„sites‟ and explicitly identifies them as lieux de mémoire, and in doing
so he gestures at what was earlier noted: that Patrick White, whose
creative work established a lieu de mémoire that told Australia stories
about itself to itself, has himself been embraced by others to establish a lieu de mémoire that fulfils the same function, albeit to tell a different story to a different Australia. “We no longer celebrate the
nation,” as Nora phrases it, “but we study the nation‟s celebrations”
(7), and Decker proceeds to theorise the nature of our study. “If we
accept that [such archival displays] are lieux de mémoire,” he writes, “it
is clear that to be of value a... display strategy must offer hermeneutic structures that are exegetical in nature” (938). That is, a musealised display of any kind is inevitably arranged within certain cultural
frames of reference that enable its diverse array of constituent items
to cohere as a meaningful totality — but, in order to be of value, to
advance remembrance, a display must be purposefully arranged in
such a way as to illuminate those very frames of reference and the
meaning they confer on its totality of items. If it is not arranged to
this end — if it is arranged on the assumption that its items are intrinsically meaningful — then it risks being reduced to a void of
near or absolute meaninglessness for those individuals to whom the
frames of reference are unclear or unfamiliar. It risks being encountered as a work of abstract art.
Wraith Picket, of course, indicated that those unfamiliar with
the work and reputation of Patrick White included the highest
heights of the Australian literary establishment, and, by implication,
the Australian public in general. An exegetical hermeneutic structure
for the NLA display was therefore of paramount importance. But
when the Library opened the collection to the public in March 2007,
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it instead made an assumption of intrinsic meaning and made no
attempt to illuminate the frames of reference within which the items
on display came to be meaningful. They were laid out across a dozen collapsible tables, and grouped together according to form and
function — correspondence, notebooks, literary drafts, annotated
speeches, research files, awards, memorabilia, photographs — and
accompanied by one or two lines of explanatory notes to indicate
their place in a general chronology of White‟s life (see Johnson). In
arranging them in such a lacklustre fashion, the NLA made no attempt to illustrate the acclaim White had received as an outstanding
author, through which the items came to be literarily meaningful;
nor the socio-political role he played as one of Australia‟s public
intellectuals, through which the items came to be culturally meaningful; nor even the domestic role each item played in White‟s dayto-day life, through which they might have been made personally or
professionally meaningful.
Worse: there was the assumption that no attempt even needed
to be made on any of these fronts. “Arguably of greatest significance in the collection,” the NLA declared in its promotional material, “are the papers relating to White‟s literary works” (Johnson). But
to whom, exactly, are these items „of greatest significance‟? Certainly
not to those who are unfamiliar with White‟s work and reputation.
“There are notebooks containing literary references and research
notes which White used as background material for his writings.
Several of them also contain draft writings, including dialogues and
character studies” (Johnson). Indeed: draft writings and character
studies could only be identifiable and meaningful as such to those
already familiar with White and in no danger of forgetting him. But,
for “the curious” whom Marie-Louise Ayres envisioned flocking to
Canberra “to wonder at” the collection (11), these writings were
surely no more than humdrum papers set out alongside old bric-abrac and a splash of obscure trinkets. They must have been just as
meaningless to the curious as they were meaningful to Ayres herself,
because the curious would lack the understanding necessary to make
them meaningful and the NLA neglected to provide assistance.
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“Lieux de mémoire are complex things,” Pierre Nora writes. “At
once natural and artificial, simple and ambiguous, concrete and abstract, they are lieux — places, sites, causes — in three senses: material, symbolic, and functional” (14). The first and third senses imply,
respectively, physicality and purpose, while the second sense implies
the causal connection between them: that is, a lieux de mémoire
evolves from a site that permits remembrance into a site that provokes
remembrance, but only when encountered and meaningfully interpreted by an outside observer capable of practicing remembrance.
“An archive,” Nora specifies, “is a purely material site that becomes
a lieu de mémoire only if imagination invests it with a symbolic aura”
(14). That symbolic aura is essential to enable the archive to memorialise something that lies beyond itself and yet is wedded to itself,
something that is meaningful to the one from whose imagination
the symbolic aura emanates. But the imagination of mainstream
Australia was demonstrably lacking with regard to Patrick White,
and could not be reignited by the NLA‟s awkward efforts to renew
his remembrance. So, lacking imagination, and unable to meaningfully engage with the acquisition, the curious were again abandoned
to interpret these items as meaninglessly as they would. Thus the
very interpretation of the items became only a further symptom of
the forgetting they were intended to stem, and the manner in which
the NLA presented them only further contributed to it.

“PARADOXICALLY,” SIMON DURING

WROTE IN

1996,

[Patrick White‟s] work stands out against what have become the
dominant institutions of the cultural nationalism whose icon he
is. Everything that he wrote implicitly rebuked official culture,
that is, culture as viewed from the state‟s point of view as a
national resource to be administered and taught. (100) 5
During is being modest when he states that White‟s writings “implicitly”
rebuked official culture. In fact, White made a conscious and explicit effort to
issue such rebukes. He was declared Australian of the Year in 1973, the same
5
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During argued that a personalised appreciation of White and a guarantee of his future remembrance is doomed to failure if it is issued as
a top-down instruction to the individuals within a particular collective
group by an authority that purports to represent the group. It must be
a bottom-up endeavour, undertaken on a personal whim and in pursuit of a personal understanding that impels one to make individual
recourse to collective memory, in order to rediscover Patrick White‟s
place within it. Maurice Halbwachs has intimated as much in his theorisation of the basic features of collective memory. He understands
collective memory not as the NLA and its advocates understand it —
not as something that can be, or ought to be, represented by a collective authority and then re-presented to the individuals within the collective — but as a socially constructed memorial resource to which its
individual contributors repeatedly turn in order to make meaningful
their personal experiences. “Everyone has a capacity for memory [mémoire] that is unlike that of anyone else,” he writes,
but individual memory is nevertheless a part or an aspect of group
memory, since each impression and each fact [of individual experience] ... leaves a lasting memory only to the extent that... it is
connected with the thoughts that come to us from the social m ilieu. ... In this way, the framework of collective memory confines
and binds our most intimate remembrances to each other. (53)
year he won the Nobel Prize, but, rather than expressing his gratitude for the
award in his acceptance speech, he used it as a platform to attack the nationalism of the event: “Australia Day is for me a day of self-searching rather than
trumpet-blowing,” he said (Speaks 47). And, at his personal insistence, his
publishers rushed the release of his short story anthology Three Easy Pieces in
1987 after he declared he would produce no new work to coincide with the
Australian Bicentennial celebrations in 1988. As David Marr writes: “Beneath
White‟s monkish distaste for the celebrations lay a deep hostility to any exercise of official patriotism” (A Life 633). Marr also records White‟s disgust with
his place in Australian culture: “How sick I am of the bloody word AUSTRALIA,”
White said. “What a pity I am part of it; if I were not, I would get out tomorrow. As it is, they will have me with them till my bitter end, and there are
about six more of my un-Australian novels to fling in their faces” (A Life 328).
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But “it is not necessary,” Halbwachs adds, “that the group be familiar with them” (53).
Someone should tell Marie-Louise Ayres. Someone should tell
Peter Craven and Jennifer Sexton at News Limited, and Ramona
Koval and Hilary McPhee at the ABC (see Australian Broadcasting
Corporation, The Book Show), and Clayton Joyce and David Malouf
and Elizabeth Webby and the dozens of other contributors to the
institutionalisation of the personalised remembrances of Patrick
White that overwhelm his memorial stature. Someone should have
told David Marr. It might have saved them the despair they experienced when Wraith Picket surfaced and denied the cultural validity
of the memories they so cherish.
The great potency of their various personalised remembrances
cannot be denied, of course, but by its nature that potency remains
distinctly personal and has minimal applicability to a cultural collective. If it is collective in any way, it is collective only amongst that
minority of people who advance personal remembrances of Patrick
White, and who are distinguished as such from the broader collective of the cultural mainstream whose memorial capacity they now
bemoan. But White‟s death opened up a gulf between his memorial
stature and contemporary Australia that has only widened with the
march of time, so that Australia today is no longer as familiar as it
might once have been with the personalised terms of remembrance
that dominated the several years preceding White‟s death and all the
years that followed; and, as time marches on, Australian culture will
show increasingly less inclination to be familiar with those terms at
all. This forgetting is no aberration or anomaly. It is natural; it is
organic. It may be exacerbated by external events and by enforced
memorial practices, but it was not caused by them.
Yet Wraith Picket, as an expression of this organic forgetting,
nevertheless provoked despair in those who advanced personalised
remembrances of Patrick White. Surely, though, this despair was
misplaced. If Wraith Picket was to provoke despair at all, it ought to
have been despair at the personalised terms of remembrance themselves, because they sowed the seeds of the forgetting to which despair was the response. If White‟s admirers are to feel despair at all, it
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ought to be despair at the absence of memorial efforts concentrated
on the increasingly neglected literary oeuvre with which the Swedish
Academy declared him worthy of remembrance in the first place.
And if those who expressed despair at Wraith Picket did so in order
to criticise the cultural absence of something they personally valued
despite their inability to broadcast that value, then their despair was
stirred, essentially, by their own invitation.
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